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FOREWORD
Clodagh Kenny

The Fire Station Artists’ StudiosWorkshop Programme has been
running for 10 years and this publication is a celebration of that
achievement and a time to review and reflect where we have come
from andwhere we are going.
The vital fact of supporting artists in the development of their

career is our motivation. We are an organisation that has been in
existence for 15 years and we primarily provide subsidised living
and working space for professional visual artists. Our artistic
programming includes the workshop programme, a studio award
for an artist working in a community context, a studio award
exploring arts and disability as well as public art commissions.
This training programme is a core element of the artistic

programming at the Fire Station in each calendar year and is open to
professional visual artists from around the country. The programme
has evolved from technical training to a focus onmaster classes,
talks on current interests and additionally digital media workshops.
Pauline O’Connell initiated the programme in 1998 after noting a
gap in opportunities for artists to learn new skills outside of the
formal education system. In her text she elaborates on the logistics
ofmanaging and curating this programme for 10 years.
Over the past five years our objective has been to select and bring

to Dublin highly regarded artists to host themaster classes, limiting
the numbers to ensure an intimate experience while keeping costs
low for the participating artists. Since 2006 we have additionally
provided digitalmedia workshops as we acknowledge the increasing
need for artists to have these skills both for research, documentation
and in themaking of work. John Travers devises this element of the
programme. Like themaster class programme this too is naturally
evolving to broader technical and conceptual concerns.
In her essay, Gemma Tipton contextualises the last 10 years of

this programme and in his text, Daniel Jewesbury looks to the
future of such programming. We all agree that artists constantly
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need this opportunity to develop their practice outside of
mainstream education and to engage intellectually with their
peers. While we are feeling a strain on resources, now is the
opportunity for all of us working within the visual arts sector to
creatively partner in order to stay fresh, relevant and accessible to
practicing visual artists around the country.

Clodagh Kenny
Director, Fire Station Artists’ Studios, Dublin.
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It is not necessary
for an artist to be
able to technically
make the object/film
but it is vital for the
artist to understand
how it is made.
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Deirdre McLoughlin and workshop participants display works from
The Use of Clay in 2000



FROM THE GROUND UP
Pauline O’Connell

When I think back tomymotivation in setting up the “technical
training workshops” over 10 years ago it was born out of a basic, on
the ground deficiency in well made artworks. “Craft” was not part of
our vocabulary within fine art circles but upon silent reflection we
may have said that a piece we saw exhibited was “badly made” which
detracted from the total.
The Fire Station Artists’ Studios initiated a survey of themember-

ship of the then Artists Association of Ireland. This confirmed a
need from artists to diversify, upskill and engage critical thinking
and the now buzz words “professional development” was conceived
from the ground up. The intention was initially simply to provide
basic “making” techniques. It was very experimental in it’s
approach. Skilled host artists demonstrated their personal approach
to amaterial and then worked with the individual, acknowledging
that each one had varying skills. It opened doors for artists to engage
outside of theirmediumwithout the pressure of exhibition and
hence fuelled a group kinship often absent in the private studio.
In the intervening years Irish artists were exposed to the likes

of Kiki Smith’s work in the flesh as seen at IMMA (October 1997–
Febuary 1998). She utilised a broad range of materials including
glass. As a material, within Ireland, glass was mostly used in craft,
thoughMaud Cotter had already used it in her sculptural work.
This then influenced and fed the concept of the programme.
We adopted a year on year approach to our programming,

reflecting current art practice and influences whether that is using
glass as a medium or themore contemplative group walk led by
RichardWentworth conceptualising our environment in 2005.
Many changes we have seen, the programme has evolved from
technical classes to include professional development and new
media. The natural development of digital media worldwide has
opened the doors for artists to utilise within their art practices.
The digital programme for the Fire Station is devised by John
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Travers. Starting in 2006 it offered digital training for artists to
engage with the basics of Photoshop, web development and a
continued broad programme of advanced digital classes is offered
each year. In 2008 we offered a 16mm Film Productionmaster class
hosted by Kate McCullough in conjunction with Filmbase and
Screenscene. The commitment to digital training offered to artists
to utilise within their own artistic expression and for means of
professional development is current with the ever changing world
where immediacy is crucial on the art world stage, where east
meets west and we all have become simultaneously international.
Our discursive opportunities, methods of presenting and

learning to intimate groups of professional artists are not top heavy,
the structure is symbiotic resulting with AliceMaher saying…
“I learned asmuch from it, perhaps evenmore, than any of the
participants.”
We have built up concepts whichmay have been spawned

through late night “pub” conversations resulting in talks like “The
Citizen Artist, are you a professional jay walker crossing from the
studio to public art”. We have invited artists we admire, if I receive
a reply “I’m too busy” I persist, in one case for 3 years because I
believe that their contribution would be of enormous value.
Many of the host artists are busy with commitments sometimes

2–5 years ahead and often they no longer participate in teaching.
But what remains constant is the dedication given by each host
artist and the selfless way they approach their personal concept
devised specifically for the class. They offer this for discussion,
opening up their modes of practice, sharing what they have
personally perfected. This is very generous.
Regarding the “artist participant” as a consequence of their

involvement, through presenting their work and the symbiotic
relationship built up during the intensive class some have been
invited to show abroad. One significant shift occurred when a
stained glass artist (unhappy within the constraints of their material
and had practiced for about 10 years) was so enthused she decided
to re-enter art college to do a Fine Art BA, resulting from her class
with AliceMaher.
Somewhat immeasurable are the effects on participants practice,

each come with differing aims, leaving with “more than they had
anticipated” inmost cases comments like “life changing”, “more of
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the same” are often read on the questionnaire.
For the future our ambitions are boundless. It will hold

questions of the role of the artist in society, contexts affecting
our practice, the individual v’s team workingmethods and so on.
Though life as an artist during a time of recessionmay prove
difficult I foresee a time for re-invention, perhaps offering amore
politicised voice. I had not imagined 2008 when I first taught a life
casting class at the Fire Station and so too are my hopes for a
continued less predicatable future, 10 years from now.
There have been over 70 host artists through the doors with

over 800 participating artists. The generosity of spirit has been
tremendous and it is for this reason we would like to dedicate
and celebrate the growth and evolution, merit and value of the
professional development of artists that have come through
the doors over the past 10 years.

Pauline O’Connell
Curator, Fire Station Artists’ Studios
Workshops &Master Classes Programme, 1998–present.
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...we explored how investigating a site through
both research and embodied experience can
inform part of one’s practice as a contemporary
visual artist. At the heart of the week was a
silent walk. I persuaded the group that despite
most of them knowing Dublin well, it would be
an opportunity to ‘drift afresh’ across the city.
I felt qualified in my lack of intimacy with the
place to lead a genuine drift—to follow my nose
as it were.

All agreed to total silence for the five hours
duration, stopping only once for a coffee, using
sign language and scribbled notes, before
continuing our wide arching walk north of the
Liffey. All senses were heightened that morning
and during the animated discussion afterwards
it was evident that we had experienced images
and thoughts beyond assumptions. We had
begun the process of responding.
TimDavies
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A week long master class is a happening.
The coming together of the group, the
disclosure and discovery of know-how, talent,
ability and insights in the process of working
together, the intense silence in the final push
to produce something, the washed out satisfied
end. Is it useful? Yes, of course. At it’s best
everyone comes out energised and inspired to
go on to new work and at worse something has
been learnt.
DeirdreMcLoughlin

My approach [to a workshop] is not to make it
exclusively about material for material’s sake but
to link it to conceptual issues. I think that a large
part of the responsibility lies with the student to
integrate the experience in terms of their own
development.
Maud Cotter

The transforming of both scale and content
proved to be the pivot of the workshop.
In response to the weeks work, miniature
trompe–oeils transformed magnificantly into a
“samurai” in cardboard armour, flashing in the
sunlight down the bright stairwell.

A challenge to involve the whole courtyard
and streets beyond hewd down to a poetic
clearing of a drain and gilding the tap with
cigarette paper. Indeed, I smoked my last
cigarette in my only ever performance, thrust
on me and reciprocating the groups response
to the unknown.

This sums up the energy that evolved
during the week, culminated and strengthened
by our viewing of the wonderful cutting of
Michael Haneke’s film “Code Unknown”.
Janet Mullarney

...it’s always good to work hard when you know
what you are doing is appreciated and the
students just soaked up everything we could
show them—rising to every challenge.
Elizabeth Swinburne
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Glass workshop–A Collage Approach–with Gerhard Ribka in 2007



THINKING, LOOKING,
LEARNING
Gemma Tipton

Art education is a two waymirror: if the way artists are taught is
reflected in the art of the period, it also reflects back the period and
its values. Since 1998, when the Fire Station Artists’ Studios began
their programme of “training” workshops, the substance and
manner of the workshops have altered, echoing and reflecting
current practice, at the same time as subtly contributing to the
shaping of practice itself.
One of the key strengths of the programme is that it has taken

place outside the formal systems of art education. Initially this was
a matter of necessity and expediency. Recognising that somemedia
and areas of practice were not always covered within Ireland’s art
colleges, but that—more significantly—the idea of cross-
disciplinarity had not yet taken hold, there was little scope for
artists to explore different ways of making. Classes were initiated,
for example, in stained glass, large-scale ceramic work,
papermaking andmouldmaking. These “Technical Training
Workshops” had small class sizes, and were aimed at practicing
artists rather than interested amateurs. Artists includingMaud
Cotter (whose glass workshop was the first of its kind to be held in
Ireland), KatherineWest, Helen Comerford and Peter Young, led
workshops, which were based on the realities and practical needs
of practice itself, and ultimately allowed for diversification and
experimentation. Another need that emerged during the ensuing
years was that of artists returning to work after a break (for
whatever reason), and the small class sizes offered them a space of
safety from which to reengage with their creativity. Again,
responding to need, a Digital Media strand was introduced in 2005,
and now includes Photoshop, Web Design, Sound Design, and film
production (in collaboration with Filmbase and Screenbase),
putting artists in control not only of this creative aspect of their
work, but also of documentation and presentation.

FIRESTATION ARTISTS’ STUDIOSWORKSHOPS & MASTER CLASSES 1998—2008 TEN YEARS; A RETROSPECTIVE
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having been on the receiving end of it at some time in the past), a
distinction that led to some interesting (and even exotic) ways of
leading the sessions—for example JohnGerrard’s “lunch”, which
will be discussed later in this text.

The openness and reflexiveness with which the workshops
operate hasmade the structure open to interpretation, with some
artists questioning the nature of the project itself. AliceMaher,
whose Private Passions: artists and collections ran over three days in
2006, rejected the whole notion of the “Master” in “Master Class”. “I
amnot amaster in anything,” saysMaher. “I know I am still learning
thingsmyself as an artist, and it was with this feeling of exploration
and adventure that I approachedmyworkshop at the Fire Station.”
Maher particularly noted the value of the overlapping of concerns
and activity that took place during the session she lead, adding that
“I would say I learned asmuch from it, perhaps evenmore, than any
of the participants.” This idea is taken up by Rhona Byrne in a
workshop that same year, along with ChristineMackey and artists’
group The Third Person (Oliver Goldman and Steven Dycke), arising
from their own residencies at Fire Station through the Artist and the
Community Studio Award. Byrne says that presenting (while nerve
wracking) is “always a good opportunity to articulate your practice
and to try to look at your work objectively.”

Thesemodels of training and education, in which dialogue plays
a crucial part, are a break from the “mainstream”modes that are not
just derived from our learning experiences at a young age, but which
have come through history. From the Guilds, to the Academy; from
Ateliers to the structures of today (wheremany Art Colleges also re-
present and facilitate the generation of networks of influence and
patronage), art education is asmuch a system for the preservation
of formal structures and schools, as it is about those other aspects
of art-learning, which are learning to think, and learning to look as
well as to see.

In his book, The History and Philosophy of Art Education, Stuart
MacDonald pinpoints the sixteenth century as being the era, from
which “the concept of art education as distinct from craft training
was realised.”¹ This took place in Italy (of course, given the period),
and it was “due to the recognition of art as a product of the intellect
rather than the skilful hand.” There are givens in the arts in Ireland
today, existing, if not as self-evident truths, at least as generally held
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PaulineO’Connell devised the programme, with the support of
Tony Sheehan, whowasDirector of the Fire Station at that time. By
2000, the word technical had been dropped from the overall
programme title, and theworkshopswere expanded to include
lectures on finance, business andmarketing skills. “Ten years ago,”
says O’Connell, “Career was a dirty word, the idea of Commodity was
anathema, andmost people pretended thatmoney had no place in
the art world.” In 2001, Gaby Smith, of Gaby Smith andCoChartered
Accountants, presented a seminar on the essential (but then
unfashionable) issues of bookkeeping, tax and self employment, as
the Fire Station became one of the first organisations to recognise the
importance of enabling artists tomanage their practice as an
independent career. This idea of professional career development
extended to address the needs of artists in the realms of
documentation of work, writing proposals, peer critique andmaking
presentations. 2001 also sawworkshops by artists including Janet
Mullarney, Finola Jones andNigel Rolfe, as the programme expanded
to incorporate artists presentingmore abstract ideas, addressing
conceptual practice through the insights of their ownwork.

Much of this lies at a considerable distance from our received
ideas of what education and learning have been. These have been
inevitably formed and, in many cases, spoiled by school. Regardless
of the quality and content of the teaching, the hierarchical model is
that of an expert who owns the knowledge and presents it to
students, who are then judged on their ability to absorb what they
have been told, remember it for later, and get it down, in some
form or other, on paper. There is, of course, merit in this, for the
egalitarian nature of a more open, shared, form of education is one
that would be unlikely to keep a class of bored school kids in order
for any length of time. Nevertheless, this model carries through to
third level and it is generally understood that there is the one who
teaches, and themany who learn.

This idea has been incorporated (albeit in amore developed
fashion) into the Fire StationWorkshops programmewhen, in 2002,
Nigel Rolfe held the firstMasterclass, which was a two week project
limited to just four artist-participants. This strand has continued,
drawing artists/tutors from Ireland, as well as fromEurope and the
USA. Breaking themould of arts education, however, many of the
“host artists” were not involved in education (apart from, obviously,
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having been on the receiving end of it at some time in the past), a
distinction that led to some interesting (and even exotic) ways of
leading the sessions—for example JohnGerrard’s “lunch”, which
will be discussed later in this text.
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wracking) is “always a good opportunity to articulate your practice
and to try to look at your work objectively.”
Thesemodels of training and education, in which dialogue plays
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just derived from our learning experiences at a young age, but which
have come through history. From the Guilds, to the Academy; from
Ateliers to the structures of today (wheremany Art Colleges also re-
present and facilitate the generation of networks of influence and
patronage), art education is asmuch a system for the preservation
of formal structures and schools, as it is about those other aspects
of art-learning, which are learning to think, and learning to look as
well as to see.
In his book, TheHistory and Philosophy of Art Education, Stuart
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Much of this lies at a considerable distance from our received

ideas of what education and learning have been. These have been
inevitably formed and, in many cases, spoiled by school. Regardless
of the quality and content of the teaching, the hierarchical model is
that of an expert who owns the knowledge and presents it to
students, who are then judged on their ability to absorb what they
have been told, remember it for later, and get it down, in some
form or other, on paper. There is, of course, merit in this, for the
egalitarian nature of a more open, shared, form of education is one
that would be unlikely to keep a class of bored school kids in order
for any length of time. Nevertheless, this model carries through to
third level and it is generally understood that there is the one who
teaches, and themany who learn.
This idea has been incorporated (albeit in amore developed

fashion) into the Fire StationWorkshops programmewhen, in 2002,
Nigel Rolfe held the firstMasterclass, which was a two week project
limited to just four artist-participants. This strand has continued,
drawing artists/tutors from Ireland, as well as fromEurope and the
USA. Breaking themould of arts education, however, many of the
“host artists” were not involved in education (apart from, obviously,
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having been on the receiving end of it at some time in the past), a
distinction that led to some interesting (and even exotic) ways of
leading the sessions—for example JohnGerrard’s “lunch”, which
will be discussed later in this text.
The openness and reflexiveness with which the workshops

operate hasmade the structure open to interpretation, with some
artists questioning the nature of the project itself. AliceMaher,
whose Private Passions: artists and collections ran over three days in
2006, rejected the whole notion of the “Master” in “Master Class”. “I
amnot amaster in anything,” saysMaher. “I know I am still learning
thingsmyself as an artist, and it was with this feeling of exploration
and adventure that I approachedmyworkshop at the Fire Station.”
Maher particularly noted the value of the overlapping of concerns
and activity that took place during the session she lead, adding that
“I would say I learned asmuch from it, perhaps evenmore, than any
of the participants.” This idea is taken up by Rhona Byrne in a
workshop that same year, along with ChristineMackey and artists’
group The Third Person (Oliver Goldman and Steven Dycke), arising
from their own residencies at Fire Station through the Artist and the
Community Studio Award. Byrne says that presenting (while nerve
wracking) is “always a good opportunity to articulate your practice
and to try to look at your work objectively.”
Thesemodels of training and education, in which dialogue plays

a crucial part, are a break from the “mainstream”modes that are not
just derived from our learning experiences at a young age, but which
have come through history. From the Guilds, to the Academy; from
Ateliers to the structures of today (wheremany Art Colleges also re-
present and facilitate the generation of networks of influence and
patronage), art education is asmuch a system for the preservation
of formal structures and schools, as it is about those other aspects
of art-learning, which are learning to think, and learning to look as
well as to see.
In his book, TheHistory and Philosophy of Art Education, Stuart

MacDonald pinpoints the sixteenth century as being the era, from
which “the concept of art education as distinct from craft training
was realised.”¹ This took place in Italy (of course, given the period),
and it was “due to the recognition of art as a product of the intellect
rather than the skilful hand.” There are givens in the arts in Ireland
today, existing, if not as self-evident truths, at least as generally held
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PaulineO’Connell devised the programme, with the support of
Tony Sheehan, whowasDirector of the Fire Station at that time. By
2000, the word technical had been dropped from the overall
programme title, and theworkshopswere expanded to include
lectures on finance, business andmarketing skills. “Ten years ago,”
says O’Connell, “Career was a dirty word, the idea of Commodity was
anathema, andmost people pretended thatmoney had no place in
the art world.” In 2001, Gaby Smith, of Gaby Smith andCoChartered
Accountants, presented a seminar on the essential (but then
unfashionable) issues of bookkeeping, tax and self employment, as
the Fire Station became one of the first organisations to recognise the
importance of enabling artists tomanage their practice as an
independent career. This idea of professional career development
extended to address the needs of artists in the realms of
documentation of work, writing proposals, peer critique andmaking
presentations. 2001 also sawworkshops by artists including Janet
Mullarney, Finola Jones andNigel Rolfe, as the programme expanded
to incorporate artists presentingmore abstract ideas, addressing
conceptual practice through the insights of their ownwork.
Much of this lies at a considerable distance from our received

ideas of what education and learning have been. These have been
inevitably formed and, in many cases, spoiled by school. Regardless
of the quality and content of the teaching, the hierarchical model is
that of an expert who owns the knowledge and presents it to
students, who are then judged on their ability to absorb what they
have been told, remember it for later, and get it down, in some
form or other, on paper. There is, of course, merit in this, for the
egalitarian nature of a more open, shared, form of education is one
that would be unlikely to keep a class of bored school kids in order
for any length of time. Nevertheless, this model carries through to
third level and it is generally understood that there is the one who
teaches, and themany who learn.
This idea has been incorporated (albeit in amore developed

fashion) into the Fire StationWorkshops programmewhen, in 2002,
Nigel Rolfe held the firstMasterclass, which was a two week project
limited to just four artist-participants. This strand has continued,
drawing artists/tutors from Ireland, as well as fromEurope and the
USA. Breaking themould of arts education, however, many of the
“host artists” were not involved in education (apart from, obviously,
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beliefs: that learning continues, that while creativity is not
necessarily taught (as AliceMaher would note, given her critique of
the idea of the “Master”), it can be inspired, and that art education
does not begin and end in school or college.
In 1998, when the Fire Station workshops were initiated, the art

world in Ireland was a very different one to what it is today. The range
and variety ofMAs, curatorial courses and professional practice
projects available hasmeant that “creativity” is just one element of
what is now taught. O’Connell also drew on her insight thatmany of
the “current philosophical notions on art” are “generated and
enlarged during ‘pub conversations’” to develop a series of talks that
were formally inaugurated in 2001. The aim of this strand was, as she
describes it, “to throw a conceptual taster to the audience: they are
not presented in the traditional sense, though they are visual, diverse
and can createmoot points.”
Peter Stickland, gave a talk in this vein in 2005, together with

Anna O’Sullivan, Mick O’Kelly andMichaelWarren, entitled
Defining Space: exploring the private and public domain. Stickland
recalls his participation as “more a performance than a talk,” This
definition, he says, implies “a different energy. It was also visual,
without being a slide show.” Stickland remembers “wanting to talk
about the emotionally charged components of space, beginning
with the romance of geometry, going through the function of
architecture in the practice of the art of memory, andmentioning
how important the naming of spaces is, so that they connect us with
the notion of journey, and ending by ways in which architecture can
either invite or attack us.”
On the same platform, O’Sullivan found theworkshop forced her

“to address some of the issues around havingworked in both the
public and private sector.My transition back into cultural life in
Irelandwas intensified by the fact that Imoved fromworking in a
highly subsidised stark 10,000 sq ft contemporary gallery [Robert
Miller inNewYork], to working in the ‘servants quarters’ of an 11th
century castle [The Butler Gallery in Kilkenny],” she says. “Interesting
dilemmas had to be overcome and embraced.” Given the differences
in approach between Stickland andO’Sullivan, events such as these
become asmuch about dialogue as discourse, and they can facilitate
those rare and vitalmoments where inspiration is infectious and new
ideas emerge through unexpected thoughts and encounters.
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workshops in casting andmodelmaking, to digital media classes,
to JohnGerrard’s 2008 lessons in 3D scanning and computer
modelling, to themore abstract elements of his presentation; the
nature of each year’s programmingmeans that the classes are
responsive to the newest ways of working, while being fully grounded
in the best of Irish and international practice. Over 800 artists have
come through the workshops since they began, and as the next
decade begins, yetmore will experience the benefits of a very unique
way of expanding skills, practice and ways of thinking. How the
workshops will look and be conducted in another decade’s time is
yet to be imagined and, given the open nature of the way the
programme is developed, 2018 is as open to possibility as it is
unimaginable, in the closing days of 2008, yet it is to be hoped that
what will remain the same is the ways in which it will still be
continuing, reflecting, echoing and, to some degree, shaping the
future’s contemporary practice.

Gemma Tipton
Gemma Tipton is an independent writer and critic
of art and architecture based in Dublin.

—
1 The History and Philosophy of Art Education, Stuart MacDonald, James Clarke & Co., Cambridge, 2004
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Another strength of the programme is, as O’Connell notes, the
way in which it overcomes some of the isolation artists experience in
the studio, and in some cases—as with John Kindness’ 2003 Spare
Room Sculpture presentation—challenges the notion of the studio
altogether as the prime space where art ismade. RichardWentworth
also dispensed with the idea of studio as site for engagement by
going, with participants, on a walk aroundDublin. His 2005 Specks in
the Eye, Grit in the Shoe, lead over three days in October, brought
those whowent along with him to fresh levels of observation;
interrogating not just our relationship to objects, but to ideas of
encounter and disassociation too.
The creativemind can bring new angles, often oblique angles, to

ways of approaching work.While it began as a technical training
project, and still continues a vital strand in that vein, ideas about
ideas (and how theymay come about) are a key theme inmany of the
workshops (Master Classes, call themwhat you will). Undermany of
the session headlines in each annual programme runs two words:
“lunch included”. In 2008, John Gerrard included lunch in the
substance of his discussion, entitled New Forms. Concerns
evidenced in Gerrard’s recent practice are addressed to energy and
natural resources, and he wanted, as he puts it, “to create an overall
day” for his workshop. His ownwork, with a group called AO&who
use approaches designed to create informal interchanges that
embrace the local and the particular, has influenced his ownmodes
of working.With this inmind he got up early on the day of the
presentation and bought lunch from the local Farmers’ Market.
Therefore, the presentation, as well as addressing the technical
aspects of realtime 3Dmodelling, also included a discussion of the
items that were served for lunch, their origins, the energy taken to
create them, andwhat effect this has in the complex systems that
balance the environment. “There is an emphasis on energy in the
work at present,” says Gerrard, “and so it seemed important to have
a carry through to this project.”
The Fire Station project, with itsmodel of intimate numbers,

classes being developed with the artists who are to lead them, and its
fusion of the practical with the abstract, has been responsible for
creatingmuch of the groundwork in the levels of engagement and
professionalism in the arts in Ireland today. It also continues to lead
in developing newways of interacting and learning. From the first
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Elizabeth Swinburne and workshop assistant Hartmann Greb
–101 things to do with a kiln... well at least 10!, 2008
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I thought of it more as a performance than a talk—
the definition implies a different energy—it was
also visual without being a slide show. I remember
wanting to talk about the emotionally charged
components of space, beginning with the
romance of geometry, going through the function
of architecture in the practice of the art of
memory, mentioning how important the naming
of spaces is, so that they connect us with the
notion of journey, and ending by ways in which
architecture can either invite or attack us.
Peter Stickland

I see that the value in the workshops that I
presented lay in presenting the students with
an experimental approach to art making which
included a familiarisation with the materials out
of which objects are made. This I considered
particularily important in an age when we have
lost touch with the physical process of making
which has informed art and craft since the
dawn of civilisation.
Cormac Boydell

I know I am still learning things myself as an
artist, and it was with this feeling of exploration
and adventure that I approached my workshop at
the Fire Station... I very much like the kind of
overlapping of concerns and activity, and I would
say I learned as much from it, perhaps even
more, than any of the participants.
AliceMaher

Friendships may be forged, ideas exchanged
and stretches into unknown territories serve
to stimulate our own practice... such diversity
of backgrounds, perspectives and disciplines
created a unique dynamic within the workshops.
Peter Young
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I thought of it more as a performance than a talk—
the definition implies a different energy—it was
also visual without being a slide show. I remember
wanting to talk about the emotionally charged
components of space, beginning with the
romance of geometry, going through the function
of architecture in the practice of the art of
memory, mentioning how important the naming
of spaces is, so that they connect us with the
notion of journey, and ending by ways in which
architecture can either invite or attack us.
Peter Stickland

I see that the value in the workshops that I
presented lay in presenting the students with
an experimental approach to art making which
included a familiarisation with the materials out
of which objects are made. This I considered
particularily important in an age when we have
lost touch with the physical process of making
which has informed art and craft since the
dawn of civilisation.
Cormac Boydell

I know I am still learning things myself as an
artist, and it was with this feeling of exploration
and adventure that I approached my workshop at
the Fire Station... I very much like the kind of
overlapping of concerns and activity, and I would
say I learned as much from it, perhaps even
more, than any of the participants.
AliceMaher

Friendships may be forged, ideas exchanged
and stretches into unknown territories serve
to stimulate our own practice... such diversity
of backgrounds, perspectives and disciplines
created a unique dynamic within the workshops.
Peter Young
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I thought of it more as a performance than a talk—
the definition implies a different energy—it was
also visual without being a slide show. I remember
wanting to talk about the emotionally charged
components of space, beginning with the
romance of geometry, going through the function
of architecture in the practice of the art of
memory, mentioning how important the naming
of spaces is, so that they connect us with the
notion of journey, and ending by ways in which
architecture can either invite or attack us.
Peter Stickland

I see that the value in the workshops that I
presented lay in presenting the students with
an experimental approach to art making which
included a familiarisation with the materials out
of which objects are made. This I considered
particularily important in an age when we have
lost touch with the physical process of making
which has informed art and craft since the
dawn of civilisation.
Cormac Boydell

I know I am still learning things myself as an
artist, and it was with this feeling of exploration
and adventure that I approached my workshop at
the Fire Station... I very much like the kind of
overlapping of concerns and activity, and I would
say I learned as much from it, perhaps even
more, than any of the participants.
AliceMaher

Friendships may be forged, ideas exchanged
and stretches into unknown territories serve
to stimulate our own practice... such diversity
of backgrounds, perspectives and disciplines
created a unique dynamic within the workshops.
Peter Young
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NEW PRACTICES,
NEW PUBLICS:
CHALLENGES TO COME
Daniel Jewesbury

As Gemma Tipton notes elsewhere in this publication, the impetus
for the workshops that the Fire Station Artists’ Studios provided for
the last ten years has always been that they were not offered
elsewhere, and that artists whomight be some time out of their
college education would not have had an opportunity to refresh or
diversify their skills in the intervening years. In the last decade, as
the Fire Station Artists’ Studios has developed and expanded it’s
workshops and it’s concepts of training and career development, so
hasmainstreamprofessional art education changed, gradually
bringing into its purview the varied approaches to working in public
that have increasingly become established in contemporary practice.
This has been a slow development. When I left art college in

Dublin in 1996, the notion that there was anything particular to be
taught about the public role of an artist was still not accepted by
our educators. There were public commissions, of course, but it
was understood that these were to bemade in the same range of
media as theyhad ever been—bronze, stone, steel, aluminum,
perhaps glass. The required skills came safely within those already
offered in the institutions. Beyond these, what was there to be
taught? We were aware that there existed, out there, something
called ‘community artists’, but we also knew that these were
something of a lesser breed than we, newly-qualified sculptors,
painters and printmakers.
And yet as artistic engagements and interventions in public

space and public life continued to gather momentum, facilitated
and encouraged over the years through workshops and projects run
by Fire Station and others (notably the Sculptors’ Society of
Ireland), so too the colleges began to realise that these practices
were becoming unavoidable in the context of fine art education.
Accordingly, more recent graduates have emerged into their
professional lives far more prepared to take on the varied
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challenges that their careers can offer, seeing no dichotomy
between their work in the galleries and the practices they develop
through temporary, site-specific and collaborative public works.
This expansion of possibility for artists working in Ireland today
has only come about because artists demonstrated through their
own actions that it was possible; and furthermore because they
then had the opportunity, as educators, to bring these practices
into their own teaching.
As an organisation in the forefront of this development, the Fire

Station Artists’ Studios now has an opportunity, ten years after the
initiation of it’s workshops, to consider how the principles of
collaborative learning and support should change and grow in
response to new practices and the opening up of urban (and,
increasingly, rural) spaces in which art can exist. Artists continue to
use their work to challenge our understandings of the environment
in which we live, and it will be agencies such as the Fire Station who
continue to provide the space for artists to innovate methods and
approaches, andmost importantly to share these with one another.
Much as wemight be encouraged at the current moment to view
ourselves as ‘social entrepreneurs’, individualistic members of
some ‘creative class’, we should remember that our best work only
comes about through the constructive intervention and
engagement of our peers. Few enough spaces exist for such
engagement today, and it will become increasingly important to
support them. As the forums in which professional practice is
presented, discussed, examined and refined, they have a long
reach, not only into the careers of all those who participate but into
the development of academic agendas for teaching the artists of
the next ten years.
The art colleges face yetmore challenges now, and the develop-

ment of fine art research agendas is nowwell underway. It seems
unarguable that these agendas will have very great consequences,
anticipated and unforeseen, for contemporary practice. How can
ongoing collaborative, artist-led training and career development
measure up against the increasing ‘academicisation’ of practice? If
notmerelyMAs but PhDs come to be seen as the ‘terminal degrees’
required for practicing artists, how can artists ensure that their own
increasingly specialised, institutionalised practices have relevance,
in the gallery and on the street?
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Clearly, contrary forces could be seen to be at work here: on the
one hand, the encouragement of artists to spend up to ten years in
the academy, often without any interruption, developing practices
that only rarely take root in the context of ‘mainstream’ practice; on
the other hand, a growing public role that artists have defined,
carved out and defended for themselves, in which the old models of
engagement and collaboration are radically recast, so that artists
can become genuine, active agents in the public sphere. Discerning
and identifying the proper balance between these two competing
models will be a task that all artists will need to undertake for
themselves, but the organisations through which they work (not
least the Fire Station) will have to consider its implications for
them as well. There need not be any very grave threat: there’s no
reason, after all, why themost innovative, experimental modes of
public practice should not at the same time constitute genuine
academic research. But these modes, whichmay initially be
explored during an artist’s B.A. studies, commonly need to be
developed further, as professional practice, away from the academy
and its particular set of demands, at least until the artist has
developed their ability to manage and assess their own projects—
hence the continuing need for the Fire Station, and the opening up
of new areas for collaborations with the institutions developing
these research agendas. An artist can’t (or at least, shouldn’t) be
expected to undertake advanced practice-based research without
first having developed their practice in the real world: research
needs to be grounded in some experience of what actually ‘works’.
Expert professional organisations like the Fire Station Artists’
Studios, grounded in the practical exploration of art’s relationship
to various ‘publics’, will have a great role to play in helping artists
to navigate these concerns.

Daniel Jewesbury
is an artist based in Belfast.
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My Fire Station workshop had a marvellous
feeling of well intentioned purposeful
extemporarisation. It brought together a group
of people from all over Ireland who seemed to
recognise that they knew each other although
they had never met. I’ve noticed that this is the
pleasure that artists internationally often share.
I suspect there is no need for exhibitions at all
as long as there is a way for artists to
congregate. The stuff that happens in the gaps
is the art, neither a gas no a solid, but
something which permeates and proliferates.
It is extremely confirming.
Richard Wentworth

The event of the day opened possibilities to
view urban space as real and concrete and also
a fictional space to imagine other kinds of
urbanism and hybrid practices that value active
participation.
Mick O’ Kelly



Fire Station Artists’ Studios, wood working workshop space
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Fire Station Artists’ Studios, wood working workshop space
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Visiting Artists 1998—2008

1998
Helen Comerford
Paper making

Katharine West
Introduction to clay
forming techniques
Introduction to large scale
hand building
Introduction to firing
Introduction to ceramic
press moulding and slip
casting
Glazing workshop
Casting workshop

John Kavanagh
Mouldmaking techniques
basic introduction
Mouldmaking intermediate
Mouldmaking advanced

Vivian Hansbury
Waxwork techniques

Peter Young
Stained glass workshop

1999
John Carrick
Metalwork

Emmet Sexton
Technical Drawing

Katharine West
Small scale clay forming
Large scale sculpture
Ceramic press moulding &
slip casting

Vivian Hansbury
Basic mouldmaking
Mouldmaking with silicone
rubber
Waxwork techniques

Peter Young
Stained glass workshop

Michelle O’Donnell
Basic Fusing worksop

Maud Cotter
Uses of transparency in
sculpture

2000
Eamon O’Doherty
Presentatin techniques

Hugh Lorigan
Paperclay as a drawing,
casting & printingmedium

Keith Seybert
Lost wax casting in glass

Deirdre Mc Loughlin
The use of clay

Jane Mc Cormack
Slip cast multiples

Daphne Wright
The use of plaster

John Carrick
Metalwork

2001
Tom Bevan
Assemblage & simple
moulds

Janet Mullarney
Anything to create a
sculptural space

Conall McCabe
Figurative modelling in clay

Keith Seybert
Kiln Building for glass &
ceramic
Lost wax casting in glass

John Carrick
Metalwork

Finola Jones
Fantasy into fact—
conceptualisation into
practice

Nigel Rolfe
Experimental workshop

Sonja Landweer &
Katherine West
Individual approaches to
contemporary clay

Gaby Smith
Professional practice for
artists

2002
Nigel Rolfe
From live to video—master
class programme award

Cormack Boydell
Experimental use of colour
& texture in ceramics

2003
Jackie McKenna
Informing forms

John Kindness
Spare room sculpture

Louise Walsh
David Jacques
Daniel Jewesbury
The citizen artist, are you a
professional jaywalker,
crossing from public art to
the studio

Tanya Elliot Nyegaard
Exploring the figure in wax

Cormac Boydell
The combination of clay
with other materials in
electric kiln firings

John Carrick
Metalwork

Niamh Lawlor
Glass castingslumping
and fusing

Cover and throw-out

Nigel Rolfe
The Year of Dust, 2008,
Gicclee print on
220gms Somerset
50 x 150cms Tryptych

pp8 — 9, single right

Gerhard Ribka
Doubts, 2007
Kiln-cast glass, brass
oil paint and lead
26 x 14 x 14cms

pp8 — 9, spread

Daphne Wright
Pig, 2008
Marble dust & resin
51 x 49 x 21cms
Edition of 3
Courtesy of Firth
Street Gallery

pp8 — 9, single left

Deirdre McLoughlin
Empty Form II, 2003
Ceramic
40 x 38 x 40cms

pp16 — 17, single right

Janet Mullarney
Dietro le Quinte, 1998
Wood
154 x 54 x 40cms
Collection of Dublin City
Gallery – theHugh Lane

pp16 — 17, spread

Maud Cotter
Not the full story, 2006
Perspex, china, fimo
lafargemodel dur
& wood
137 x 192 x 35cms
Collection of Arts
Council of Ireland

pp16 — 17, single left

Tim Davies
Blue Funk 1 (detail), 2000
Light projection
Swansea Castle

pp24 — 25, single right

David Mach
Rhino, 2004
Assembledmatches
61 x 66 x 56cms
Edition of 4

pp 24 — 25, spread

Tina O’Connell
Invisible, 2002
Acrylic
51cms in diameter

pp24 — 25, single left

John Kindness
Scraping the Surface, 1990
Etched painted steel
(N.Y. taxi door)
112 x 87cms,
Collection of IrishMuseum
ofModern Art (IMMA)

pp32 — 33, single right

Cormac Boydell
Red, 2008,
Fired clay & glaze,
H. 30cms

pp32 — 33, spread

John Gerrard
Dust Storm (Manter, Kansas)
2007
Realtime 3D, corian display
85 x 145 x 60cms

pp32 — 33, single left

Richard Wentworth
Tract (fromBoost toWham)
1993
Bookwith paper & plastics
8 x 10 x 24cms

pp40 — 41, single right

Deirdre Rogers
Floating (detail), 2008
Etched and enameled
fused glass
42cms diameter

pp 40 — 41, single left

Alice Maher
Double Venus (detail), 2005
Patinated cast bronze
56 x 39 x 46cms
Edition of 2

68
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2004
Deirdre McLoughlin
Bumps and all

Alan Phelan &
Noel Kelly
From Private to public—
seminar

Deirdre Rogers
Depth & Form

David Kinnane
Wax working—
lost and formed

Caroline Madden
Spectrum

Rita Duffy
Towing Icebergs &
trepanation for beginners

John Carrick
Metalwork

2005
Deirdre McLoughlin
Coils of clay

Caroline Madden
Lost wax casting in glass

Mick O’Kelly
Anna O’Sullivan
Peter Stickland
Michael Warren
Defining space—exploring
the private & public domain

Nigel Rolfe
A brief history of time

Tim Davies
Context & Variations

Richard Wentworth
Specks in the eye,
grit in the shoe

John Carrick
Metalwork

2006
Alice Maher
Private passions; artists &
collections

Ursula Huth
Painting with glass

Jürgen Simpson
Sound Paths

Tina O’Connell
Lost in transition

Mary Doyle
Billy Foley
Abigail Reynolds
The room for drawing

Ciarán O’Kelly
Portfolio Web Design
using Flash

Fionnaigh McCann
Introduction to Sound
Design using Pro Tools

Nicky Ward
Sensor Data for control
of Video and Sound in
Installations

Alan Phelan
Introduction to Photoshop

Frank Beechinor
Introduction to Avid
Express Pro

John Carrick
Metalwork

2007
Gerhard Ribka
A Collage Approach

Jürgen Simpson
More Sound Paths

Brian Connolly &
Alastair MacLennan
Interfuse

Grace Weir
In your own time

John Carrick
Metalwork

Ciarán O’Kelly
Introduction to Adobe
Illustrator and Graphics
Tablets
Portfolio Web Design
using Flash

Alan Phelan
Introduction to Photoshop
Intermediate Photoshop

Frank Beechinor
Introduction to Avid
Express Pro

2008
David Mach
Search for inspiration
and ideas

Grace Weir
In your own time

Elizabeth Swinburne
101 things to do with a kiln,
well at lease 10!

John Gerrard
New forms

John Carrick
Metalwork

Kate McCullough
16mmfilm production

Ciarán O’Kelly
Introduction to Adobe
Illustrator and Graphics
Tablets
Portfolio Web Design
using Flash

Alan Phelan
Introduction to Photoshop

Fionnaigh McCann
Introduction to Sound
Design using Pro Tools

Located in Dublin’s North East Inner City, the Fire Station Artists’
Studios was established in 1993 to address the needs of professional
visual artists.
It primarily provides subsidised combined live/work studios for

Irish and international artists, sculpture workshop facilities and
training opportunities for artists. The Fire Station training
programme has expanded to include digital and film training andwe
continue to hostmaster classes and technical training.
A key policy of the Fire Station is to contribute to the debate on

collaborative arts practice through initiating and developing
innovative collaborative arts projects.We aim to disseminate our
distinctmodel of collaborative arts practice with a view to impacting
onmodels of engagement.We believe to effectively carry out this
aim; all projects that we commission, partner or projectmanage,
must have a publication of artistic and criticalmerit produced.
Past projects commissioned and or projectmanaged by the Fire

Station include Inner Art (1997),Home (1998–2000),Consume
(1997–2000) andDaedal(us) (2003),Moore Street Lending Library
(2005) 100 flowers to Bloom (2006) and 12 Angry Films (2006). Since
2002 the Fire Station has run an annual ‘Artist in the Community
Studio Award’, which supports professional visual artists who work
in community contexts. Previous selected artists for this award have
includedNatasha Fischell, Ciara O’Malley, Rhona Byrne, Christine
Mackey and ‘The Third Person’ which consists of UK artists Oliver
Flexman and Steven Dickie. Currently, Polish artist, Artur Zmijewski
is developing a project for this award. The Fire Station alsomanages
a studio award exploring arts and disability in partnership with Arts
& Disability Ireland (ADI). Nöemi Lakmaier is the current artist in
residence for this award.
For further information on the Fire Station Artists’ Studios please visit our website
www.firestation.ie.

Visiting Artists cont.
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John Carrick’s Metalwork workshop, 2008
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